




















































From: ALLE MACLEOD hello@studio-macleod.com
Subject:

Date: May 25, 2021 at 4:53 PM
To:

Date of Written Submission: 05/25/2021
Time of Written Submission: 4:40p PST
Summary: Submission of written evidence, arguments and testimony (Rebuttal to 5/18 Applicant Notes) from Bernards/MacLeod 
Family regarding VR-2021-006 

Property Owner Address: 10399 SE 34th Avenue Milwaukie, OR 97222 (Northern property line of proposed development, tax lots 
#5500 and #5501)
Position with respect to variance request: OPPOSED

To: Mary Heberling, AICP
Assistant Planner
6101 SE Johnson Creek Blvd. Milwaukie, OR 97206 

————————————

City of Milwaukie + Planning Commission - 

Rebuttal (opposition) to additional comments by Otak/Applicant and others in support of the requested variance approvals (#VR-
2021-006) submitted between 5/18/21-5/25/21.
 
The Applicant, Planning Commission staff and other representatives of the Applicant continue to make arguments which skirt the 
essence of local residents concerns.  Rather than try to rebut each individual comment or “distraction” made by the Applicant or Otak, 
let us just stand back and summarize. 
 
The proposed development, with 5 story building without step backs and reduced property line setbacks seek to substitute their goals 
for future residents into the existing quiet residential area. Why should the goals for those potential future residents be more 
important than the people that are already living here? When “developments” are made, they should improve and enhance the value 
and livability of the area, not erode them. We residents have paid for our homes, property taxes and local services and it feels as if 
these are being disregarded in the interest of some’s idea of progress.  
 
The initially considered 3 story building would likely fit in reasonably well and not incur the anger and frustration of the residential 
neighbors. however, suggesting that areas close by are commercial or possibly will be developed sooner do not reflect this 
neighborhood now. Why should the City allow the Applicant to drop in a 5 story structure to  over-shadow our homes and streets, 
invade our privacy from above, destroy our trees, and substantially reduce our property values? Why should they not be required to 
develop a more limited building that fits into the existing neighborhood?
 
Otak/Applicant state that none of the opponents disagree that the proposed development will provide desired public benefits. That 
statement does not reflect what the local community members have stated. Having neighbors supportive of public benefits such 
as affordable retirement housing and health care is not the same as the community agreeing that the project is well located 
or suitable to the neighborhood as it exists today. Suggesting that it is is offensive. Coming in and radically changing the character 
of this small area, reducing the privacy and property values while destroying the quiet of these homes puts all of the negative impact 
and expense on the existing property owners. How can this possibly be seen as equitable or reasonable to the existing property 
owners and residents?
 
It might be meaningful for each of the Commissioners to take one minute to reflect. Imagine a 5 story building with these setbacks 
placed adjacent to or directly across the street from YOUR house after cutting down or substantially cutting back and damaging a 
large line of trees? 
 
The decision to approve or deny this variance request should not be made by looking at the minutia and details of what the rules may 
or may not allow. The decision should be made by fairly considering the rights and property value of the existing residents and 
imagining how dropping in this large structure would really change this quiet, private area.  Fit into the neighborhood with something 
more suitable in size and purpose; don’t force the neighborhood into becoming commercial before its time.

Best, 

Alle Bernards, PMP, CPM, LEED AP, ASID, IIDA, NCIDQ

STUDIO MACLEOD
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VR-2021-006 
 
A 120 day continuance must be granted in fairness 
to the residential owners on 3 of the 4 sides of this 
project. One week was utterly inadequate and 
unfair in the extreme given the vastly different 
nature of this project presented to us at the 11th 
hour. We had asked in our comment period during 
the last planning meeting for 120 days. 7 days was 
all we were allowed without allowing us to 
comment or provide response to that. The timeline 
for the Hospital to apply for Federal HUD finding 
seemed the primary concern of the Commissioners 
in granting such a short turnaround. That seems 
very inappropriate and one sided.  
 
We need time for a certified Arborist to review 
impact to the trees along the entire North Property 
Line. No one among the project designers, the 
hospital nor their general 
contractors who replied most recently, are 
Arborists. They aren’t. By their own admission. The 
death of trees which are well in excess of 100 years 
old will almost certainly be likely and catastrophic. 
That torpedos the presented mitigation that the 



trees mitigate the impact of the project because 
they provide privacy to the property owner to the 
North. If they die, they don’t do that. And won’t for 
almost 100 years even if replaced. 100 year old 
trees aren’t replaceable in kind. Period. Time for an 
Arborist FIRST before this variance on the North 
Setback variance should be voted on. We need 120 
days to gather this information and have a report 
generated by an impartial certified arborist.  
 
We need time for a report from property appraisal 
professionals regarding negative impact to each of 
our property values if this now grand scale project 
is approved. Given COVID constraints and backlog 
of appraisals of the market currently, most 
professionals require at least 60-90 days to 
schedule and complete that work. We need a fair 
value estimate concerning what the major change 
this project is asking for does to our neighborhood. 
3 stories planned all along to 5 stories at the 11th 
hour seems unreasonable and puts a negative 
burden on the priest value of the current residential 
neighbors. Nothing has been said about mitigating 
the damage such a large project does to our home 
values.  
 



We need better and more accurate renderings 
showing the actual scale. I have now seen two 
greatly disparate images of what the project will 
look like from my home at 10515 SE 34th Ave. My 
front entrance is at the corner or SE 34th Ave & 
Llwellyn. However my back yard privacy is 
seriously impacted as the 4th & 5th stories will have 
unimpeded views into my back yard. I find it 
interesting/damning that such disparate drawings 
of “scale” have been presented so close together for 
what is to be the “realistic” view.  
 
Here are the two photos. First was the one 
presented in the initial report. Then from 
supposedly the same spot now, the Applicant has 
replaced it with the new more “palatable” amended 
one. Which is to be trusted? I would say neither one 
until I can have that independently reviewed for 
scale. I demand the time to do just that. It feels like 
smoke and mirrors. Tricks of the camera. Much like 
using a wide angle lens to distort the appearance of 
a space to the advantage of the seller in a real estate 
brochure. We need impartial measurable scaled 
images.  
 

 



 
 
Also would want an additional scale rendering from 
the back NW corner of my lot looking North from 
my side of the street on Llewellyn. That’s the angle 
that will be peering down into my currently private 
but soon to be rendered visible backyard if the 
variance to add the 4th & 5th floors to the project 
are granted. The building will be even with my back 
lot line. The 4th & 5th floors definitely will 
negatively impact my enjoyment and privacy in my 
yard. Need to see drone shots of that from those 
heights. Not one whisper about mitigation there. 
Unacceptable.  
 
This project is now taller than any other building in 
existence. It is crammed into a site that is 
surrounded on three sides by R3 zoned properties. 
These are two quiet side streets. This will wholly 
change the nature of our streets. This isn’t 32nd or 
Harrison. These are two side streets. And currently 
Elder Place is only 3 stories. That is reasonable. A 5 
story building isn’t.  
 
Everyone went to great lengths to discuss the 
precedent setting of the electronic sign variance 



request you continued several times for discussion 
and eventually voted down dit by the last meeting 
that was to be in front of the high school because it 
set bad precedents. That was a sign ladies and 
gentlemen. This is a 4 or 5 story building. A far 
bigger and more imposing structure to be certain. I 
would certainly hope that everyone can see this is a 
slippery slope we shouldn’t be starting down. 
Especially when R3 zones that abut the GMU on 
three sides are so disparate in scale.  
 
Would everyone else want to see this happen all 
over Milwaukie in other locations that have GMU 
abutting R3??? 
 
Lastly no easement or sewer solution has been 
made or agreed upon with the North side property 
owners. Unless and until that happens moving 
forward with this project and seeking HUD funding 
is premature. Cart before the horse.  
 
Lastly I vigorously object that the traffic and 
parking aspects of this project are pushed off until 
later. They are basing many of their satisfactions of 
what they will need on the assumption that 
overflow parking can help Em using the existing lot 



on 32nd & Harrison. That lot is full to capacity as it 
is daily. This many suits will bring additional guests 
and healthy care workers to the site. Even if the 
residents don’t have cars, those caregivers and 
workers will. More cars. More traffic. Less parking. 
Big problem.  
 
In conclusion, for the reasons stated above, I urge 
the commissioners to at the very least continue this 
to a meeting in 120 days to allow the neighbors fair 
and equatable time to gather the necessary reports 
and professional assessments we deserve.  Or 
outright vote these variances down. But approving 
them is grossly inappropriate. I vote Against 
approval on all the requests for Variance.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Caroline Krause 
10515 SE 34th Ave 
Milwaukie OR 97222 
ꢀ
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Conflicting Renderings. VR 2021 006

CAROLINE S KRAUSE <kenilorac@msn.com>
Tue 5/25/2021 4:44 PM
To:  Mary Heberling <HeberlingM@milwaukieoregon.gov>
Cc:  CAROLINE S KRAUSE <kenilorac@msn.com>
This Message originated outside your organization. 
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This is the view from across the street from my home on the corner of SE 34th & Llewellyn. Grey house
with white trim. Showed in the left hand bottom corner in each image. Both provided from the
applicant. Only a week apart.
 
Disparate much? Which is to be believed??? 
 
This is an attachment to my letter I just sent. Please include it. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Caroline Krause
10515 SE 34th Ave
Milwaukie OR 97222
 
Sent from my iPhone


